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Average Gate Count

Even after Finals are over our Gate Count is higher in 2018 than at the same time in 2017!

December 2018 LibAnalytics Stats: 72 Entities Total

Careful tracking on LibAnalytics shows that we have had more patron interactions this month than the same time last year.

Headcount

Headcount, taken every half hour, counts anyone studying in the library and shows an increase from Fall 2017 to Fall 2018.

ILS Statistics: Fall 2018

The first phase of the Inventory project is complete - making library resources more easily accessible for everyone - and now we move on to locating missing items.

Newsletter Stats: Open Rate

Our monthly newsletters bring information about library events and resources to faculty and students in multiple disciplines.

We also started a Did You Know series that provides helpful time-saving tips for faculty and grad students working on research or preparing for courses. Keep an eye out for stats on this series in the February 2019 infographic!